## Graduate Student Fellowships 2009-2010

### Alta B. West Math Scholarship
- Matthew Masarik
- James Mathews
- Nathan Pridis
- Brandon Seward
- Ariel Shnidman
- Yi Su
- Jeremy West
- Mary Wootters
- Zhechao Zhou

### Arthur Herbert Copeland, Sr. Memorial Scholar
- Peter Bosler
- Max Glick
- Xin Zhou

### A.V. Flint Memorial Scholarship
- Zhixian Zhu

### Cameron & John Courtney Scholarship
- Aurel Fulger
- Ting Wang

### CONACYT
- Gerardo Hernandez
- Luis Nunez-Betancour

### G. Cleaves Byers Endowment
- Jeffrey Meyer

### Gabrielle & Sophie Rainich Fellowship
- Alexander Mueller

### Luther Claborn Mathematics Fellows
- Qian Yin

### Juha Heinonen Memorial Graduate Student Fellowship
- Ashley Holland

### Mathematics Alumni Scholarship
- Sarah Mayes
- Geoffrey Scott
- Ashley Wheeler

### Mathematics Department Graduate Fellowship
- Harry Altman
- David Benson-Putnins
- Kevin Carde
- Emily Clader
- Brittan Farmer
- Balin Fleming
- Nicolas Ford
- Kevin Hannay
- Giwan Kim
- Rafe Kinsey

### Mathematics Outstanding GSI Award
- Peter Bosler
- Holly Chung
- Becky Hoai

### National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship
- Michael Chmutov
- Ross Kravitz

### National Science Foundation Fellows
- Zachary Scherr

### Natural Science & Engineering Research Council of Canada Scholarship
- Eugene Eisenstein

### Rackham International Fellowship
- Jae Kyoung Kim

### Rackham One-Term Dissertation Fellows
- Kyle Ormsby (Winter)
- Ricardo Portilla (Winter)
- Zhengjie Xu (Winter)

### Rackham Predoctoral Fellow
- Matthew Elsey
- Marc Krawitz
- Catherine Kublik
- Johanna Mangahas

### Rackham Research Partnership
- Joseph Roberts

### Rackham Science Award (RSA)
- Ashley Wheeler
Research Training Grant (RTG)- Algebra
Jose Gonzalez
Daniel Hernandez
Brian Jurgelewicz
Harlan Kadish
Julian Rosen
Kevin Tucker
Michael Von Korff
Chelsea Walton
Emily Witt
Brian Wyman

Research Training Grant (RTG)- Geometry
Daniel Kneezel
Sara Lapan
Robin Lassonde
Michelle Lee
Kyle Ormsby
Felipe Ramirez
Jordan Sahattchieve
Nina White
Crystal Zeager

Sumner B. Myers Memorial Prize
Paul Johnson
Alan Stapledon

Wirt & Mary Cornwell Prize
Kevin Tucker

Departmental Scholarship Spring 2010
Samuel Altschul               Luis Nunez Betancourt
Jennifer Beichman            Tomoki Ohsawa
Florian Block                 Ricardo Portilla
Ernest Brooks                Nicholas Rupprecht
Sohhyun Chung                Burhan Sadiq
Timothy Ferguson             Paul Shearer
Huaiying Gu                  Yefeng Shen
Shawn Henry                  Mark Shoemaker
Xueying Hu                   Dave Starinshak
Yu-Jui Huang                 Nathan Totz
Zhao Lan                     Aditi Vashist
Kin Kwan Leung               Jordan Watkins
Sijun Liu                    Benjamin Weiss
Linquan Ma                   Jingchen Wu
Lindsey McCarty              Yilun Wu
Hieu Ngo